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• 
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• 
The general opinion about the exta'nt Avesta literature is, that it 
is a faithful remnant of the " Grand Avesta" of the Achemenian times. 
But as Prof. Max Miiller says, the late lamented .Dr. Darmesteter. 
whose untimely death has caused a great gap in the foremost rank 
of A vestascholars, has, by what he calls the historical solution of 
the· question, thrown a bomb-shell "into the peaceful camp of 
Oriental schoI31'S."1 He aRserts,2 that the A vesta, as it has come down 
to us, is not a faithful reproduction from the" Grand A vesta" of the 
~chemenian tinles, but that it has undergone several changes while 
passing through the hands of the different monarchs of Persia, who 
undertook to collect its writings. 
To support his theory., he dwells upon, what he calls. two kinds of 
evidence. I.-Firstly, the historical evidence, as collected fl'Olll the 
.Dinkard and the letter of Tansar, the Dastur of Ardeshir Babegan, 
to the king of Tabaristan-,II.-Secondly, the int~rn.al evidence, as 
presented by the A vesta itself. 
On the supposed strength of these two kinds of evidence, he says, 
that a great part of the Avesta had been re-written in the period of 
the political religious fermentation~ which preceded the advent of the 
Sassanians ; that the greatest and the most irnportant touch and finish 
were given to it in the reign of Ardeshir Babegan (A. D. 211-241); 
and that even in the reign of Bhapur I CA. D. 241·272), some 
final changes were made in it. Thus, Dr. Darmesteter brings down the. 
antiquity of the Avesta, which scholars like Haltg and his Ved.ic school 
4ad placed in a remote peri6d, preceding even the Achemenian times, 
to' as late as the third century after Christ. The object of this paper; 
<It --... , ~ .. 
_. ,1 Prof. Max Muller's article entitled" The Date of the Zend Avesta~' in the 
OOltt6mporary Review, Dec. 1893, Vol. XLIV., p, 869. 
• Le Zend Avesta JlI. pp. 2-,40. The Vendidad, 2nd Ed., Introduction, 
pp. xxxvii-li., 
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is to examine some of the points, which Darmesteter dwells upon, to 
support his theory. This paper does oot pretend to exalnine in 
detail, the great question 'of the Antiquity, of th.e A. vesta-, from all 
standpoints, butainls . to. examine it from a few standpoints, 
sngge£fted lay Darmesteter, as facts of historical and internal ~videllce. 
I. 
Firstly, we win enter into tbe subject of the hist0rica.l evidence about 
the later origin of the Avesta. 'l'he history of the coUectiau of the 
A vesta, "as given in the Dinkard,'l is as follows-:-
In the times of the Achemcllian en1perors, one copy of the " Grand 
Avesta" was deposited in the royal archives of I-stakhaT (Persepolis), 
and anothe.r. in -too roya!. treasurJ of ShapfgAn. The ()lle id) the royal 
archives was destroyed by Alexander t.he Great,2 during his conquest 
of Persia. The literature so destroyed., was writte.ll, according to 
Tallsar,3 up8n 12.,000 o.x-hides. It consisted of 1,000 chapters. The 
other copy in the royal treastuy was taken possession of by the 
Qreek~, wha carried it away and got it trMlslated iRto their language. 
Perhaps, it is this translatien, that Pliny' refers to, when he says, that 
Hermippus (3rd·~ntilry B. C.) had commented upon the two millions 
ef ~:erses ef the writings of Zoroaster.. DnriRg the tinles of the 
Parthian dynasty, when there was, to a certain extent, a religious 
anarchy in Per.sia, Valkhash !V ologeses I.), with a view to restore the 
religion, tried te c011ectthe Av-esta literature destroyed by Alexarider. 
But the m6st successful atten~pt was made by Ardeshir Babegan, 
the founder of the SassaniaR dYRasty. The services rendered by 
Ardcshir to the cause ·of theZQroastrian religion are therefore thus 
A 
-commemorated rin tlle Ai·rin i Rapithavan: HamAzor' Faroha)O-i. 
Ardesmr Babeglha. bad, av~l !rama. Fal"ob.ar-i-arastaran va vinAstaran 
Va viniirtaran-i-din khudae bad, i. e., "May the guiding spirit of 
Ardeshir Babegan be ~ne with us, together with the guiding spirits 
of those, who restore, arrange and look into the religion of God." 
Ardeshir was helped in this lloble cause by a learned Dastur named 
Taosar or Tansar. Although, as said above, one atteulpt wa.s 
1 e. B. E. Vol. 'XXXVII., West'!; Dinkard, Introduction, p. xxxi., pp. 413-14. 
2 Viraf-nameh, 1-8. 
• Journal Asiatique, Neuvi~me serie Tome Ill. (1894), p. &16. The VirAf-
n~meh, refers to ox-hides; but does not give the number (Oh. 17) . 
.. 'Pliny, Bk. XXX., Chap. 2, Bostook and Riley's translation (1856), Vol. 
V., p. 422. 
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made by V~geses I. befwe Ardeshir,. awl although two more 
attempts were made af~ Ardeshir by Shapllr I. and Sbapur 11., 
to restore the ancient literature and religiOtl, it is only Ardeshir's 
more imporant attempt that is c&mmemorated in the above 
Afrin. Now, Darmesteter lays· great, streiS upon the abovementioned 
account of the Diukard, and upon a letter by Tansar to the king of· 
Tabaristan, wherein, he explained, to a certain extent, how he wished 
to proceed in the work of helping his royal master Ardeshir in the 
cause of uniting- the ancient Persian empire, of reviving the ancient 
literature,. and of restoring. the ancient religion. On the strength of 
these two doeunlenis, he says, that the Avesta literature, as it has no\\-
come down to us, was, 00 a ce:ctain. extent, meddled with, by Tansar. 
It appears f~om M~udi,~ that TaBsar belonged to the Plato,nic sect, 
and so, according to Darmestetel', Tansar had introduced into the 
Avesta, his Pla.tonic views. W Grking uPQn that speculation, he tries 
to show, that there are sevelsl Greek elements in the Avesta. Not 
only tha.t, but there ate several other elements - ~udhisti(}, Braha-
minical, Jewish, etc.., which shQw, he says, that the Avesta writings, 
n~w extant, are net very (;lId.. 
We will examir.i.e the evidence, produced h:Y Darmesteter from the 
historical document.s, and see,. how far his cooclusiQn is based on solid 
ground. He takes his stand upon the genera.l s~tements of the 
Dinkard and of the letter of Tansar, and boldly draws inferences, 
which would not be justified by a detail exa.millation of the passages. 
Let us examine the statements about the three principal different 
sovereigns of Persia, who collected the A vesta, and who worked, so 
to speak, to bring about Iranian renaissance. 
1. Firstly comes Valkhash. The Din.kard says of him, that" Val ... 
khash, descendant of Askan, in each dist:rict, just as he had come 
forth, ordered the careful preservati.on, and making of memoranda for 
the royal city, of the Avesta. and Zand, as it had purely come unto 
them, and also of whatever instruction., due to it, had remained 
written about, as well as deliverable by the tongue tlirough a high 
priest, in a scattered state in the country of Iran, owing to the 
favages and devastation of Alexander and the cavalry and infantry 
of the Arumans."2 
1 Mru;ou(li Chap. XXI V., Traduction de Barbier de Meynard et Pavet de 
Courteille (1863), Tome n., p. 16!. 
2 S. B .. E. XXXVII., Dinkal'd. Bk. IV. 24. West, p. 413. 
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Darmesteter infers from this passage, that~ as' Valkhash· had 'a hand 
in the collection of the A vests, the modem A vesta had some inter-
polations of his time, and that some post-Alexandrian elements had 
crept iuto it. But the passage does not admit of this inference. 
It very clearly says, that he had ordered the careful preserva .. 
tion of the Avesta and Zand, as it had pU1·ely come unto them. 
('~"~'i. '~nw ~ .aooi~O' ,~'" Hoshangji and Baug's Pahlavi 
Pazand Glossary, Hang's Essay, p.150.) Valkhash was so zealous 
to preserve the religious scruples of his creed, that, be once refused to 
go to Rome at the invitation of Nero, lest, by going by the sea-route; 
be may pollute water and thus break one of the commandments of the 
Vendidad, which forbade the P?llutioll of water. His brother Tiridates 
was a priest. Now, how can a king like him, who was so closely 
connected with a priestly family, and who himself so earnestly observed 
all religious scruples, allow any interpolations in the collection of the 
old A vesta ? H?w can he tolerate the smallest addition of any 
(o.reign element? 
2. ...~fter Valkhash, C~ll)e8 Ardeshir Babegan.· He is spoken of by 
the Dinkard, as the next collector of the Avesta. Tansar's letter to 
the king of Tabaristan also rerers to this matter. The Dinkard says: 1 
"And that Artakhshatar, king of kings, who was son of Papak, 
came for the restoration of the monarchy of Iran, and the same 
scripture was brought from a scattered state to one place. The 
:righteous Tosar of the primitive faith, who was the priest of priests, 
appeared with an exposition recovered from the Avesta, and W8fJ 
9rdered to complete the scripture fronl that exposition. He did so 
accordingly, to preserve a similitude of the splendour of the original 
enlightenment, in the treasury of Sbapigan, and was ordered to dis-
~ribute copies of the information provided." 
From the above passage of the DinkarJ, Darnlesteter infers that" it 
appears that the Ardashir compilation contained two classes of texts: 
texts that were incorporated as they were, and other texts that were 
conjecturally restored by· Tansar, the Poryotkes, so as to make a 
collection that should be an exact reproduction of theVistasp Avesta, 
~he lost treatise· of Shapfgan, which is as much as saying that the 
1 S. B. E. XXXVII.) "Tmitts Dinkard, Int.roduction~ p. XxXI. 
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Ardashir Avesta is a compound of texts anterior to Tansar and texts 
emanating from Tansar, the whole teing an ideal restoration of a 
priulitive Avesta." 1 I beg to submit, that the above passage of the 
Dinkard does not at all allow of such an inference. How can an. 
unprejudiced reader derive that inference, when the passage very 
clearly says, that ".Tosar. . appeared Witll an exposition 
reco'IJered from the Avesta .and was ordered to con).plete Hw scripture 
from that exposition 2 " 
Again, we must take into consideration, the ch'aracfer of the tW() 
chief actors of this secund period of IrAnian renaissance, the cllarac-
ter of both the king and his Dastur, of Ardeshir and Tansar. 
Ardeshir, through. his grandfather Sassan, belonged to the sacerdO-
tal racd. According to Agathias, he" was initiated in the doctrine 
of the Magi, and could himself celebrate the mysteries." sHow 
can 8uch a king, himself versed in the learned lo:re 6£ his religiol'l, 
give a free hand to his Dastur, to introduce into the religious scrip .. 
tures any foreign element that he Hked. It could do in the case of 
a king, not versed in the religious lore, but not, in the case of a, 
king like A.rdeshir, who, by birth and education,. belonged ta' the 
sacerdotal class versed in. theiJr religious books. If Tansar had 
taken any liberty, Ardeshir could have at.once ~topped him. -
. , But now, let us examine the onaracter of Tansar himself. Accord ... 
ing to the Dinkard, he was a " Paoiryo-tka.esha,'" i.e., one of the old 
order of faith, and,. as sncH, was natul'a.lly averse to any innova-
tions and to the introauriion of any new elements in the old religion 
and in t.he old scriptures. 'fhis is confirmed by the tone he adopts, 
in his letter to the king o-f Tabarista.n. He expresses his displeasure 
at the new order of things,- sllbseqnent to the religious anarchy in 
the reign of the preceding dynasty. He says: 3_,", At la.st, by the 
corruption of the men of those times, by the disappearance of the law, 
the love of novelties and apocryp.ha' and the wish for notoriety, 
even those legends and traditions passed away from the memory 
of the people." How then can we ex.cept a Paoiryo.tkaesha of 
'l'"ansar's type and views,. to introduce into the religion and religious 
~cripture6, notions,foreign to the old faith? 
1 s. B. E~ IV. Darmesteter. VendidAd, 2Erl. XLV. 
a lOid, p. XLIII. 
• Ibid, p. XLI. 
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:. While speaking about tbe charaeters Qf the two plincipalOactora 
of the second period of Iranian renaissance, it win not. be .out of 
place, to examine briefiy,a few important parts of TanS31"S letter on 
:which Darme8~~er restsso mach. 
(1I) Fil'S tly , Darmestetel" a.ttaches great importance to that pal-tol 
the letter, wherein Tansar writes to the king of Tabaristan, that 
king. Ardeshir doefJ away- with 'bose customs, which do no.t suit the 
necessities of his time. Now, this does not show that Ardeshir; 
through bisDastul'~Tan8ar, meddled with the old religious scriptul:E's. 
It simply means, that he modified several customs, which~ looking 
~o the circumstances of th.e changed times, ac~ed harshly and unjustly. 
Again, Tansar·s words, .1~J J'~ ~'..blMOA ~ L:t..i~ \!JolJ Inean, that 
" the king is the ruler over the religion," i e., the king is tJu perior 
jn points of religion or is the head of the Chllrch. \V hat Tansar. 
meant, was, that the king was the spiritual and temporal head of 
the country. It seems~ that the tl1).nslation given by Darmesteter, 
viz., "the Shahinshah has. power over the religion," is beyond 
the mark. Itstrewhes the meaning too much. When Henry VIII. 
assumed in Engla.nd, the power as the spiritual head of the Church, 
h~ did not make all possible changes ~ither in the religious observ-
ances', or the ~ript\1res. 
, (6) Again, Tansar's words, 2 ~4j u Je ''''; ~~ C)l~~ <sI) lj f) C1~.) 
mean, that, H If the religion is not desCl·ibed (or explained) by reason, 
it has 'no steadinesso" D~rmesteter'8 rendering of ~ I:) ~~, as 
.'.' enlightened, "carries the idea, that 'l'ansar meant addition or 
modification, but the words merely mean" description." The fact, 
that thi8 pas~age of Tansar's letter, does not refer to the 'additions 
of ~ny new notions or ideas, is proved by another part of Tansar's 
letter, quoted above, wherein, he himself expresses his displeasure 
against the introduction of novelties. 
, (0) Again,the fact, that Tansar's letter does not refer to any 
changes or additions in the A vesta scriptures, is more than proved 
by a, cursory examination of some of the rules and la W8, ruferred 
to by Tansar • Let us seE', if some of the points, referred to by 
Tansar, are found in the present A vesta, with Vi hicb, he is supposed 
to have taken great liberty. 
,I. Journal Asiatique, Ne~vieme Serie Tome 111.(1894), p. 212, 1. 9 • 
• Ibid, p. 213, 1. 14. 
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. The king of Tabaristan corn plains of sOme innovations on th'e part 
of Ardeshir. Now, if, according to Darmesteter's theory, Tansar had 
taken lillerty with. tile Avesta, we should have found' those innova-
tions in the Avesta; but., as a matter of fact, we do not find them. 
For example, the king of Tabaristaa objects to Ardeshir's division 
of the different professions into four classes. 1 The Avesta division 
of the professions is ss follows :-(1) Athravan (the -clergy), (2) Ra· 
tha~shtir (the army)., (3) Vi~trya (the cultivators), and (4) 
Hutokhsh (tbe artizans). 
Ardesbir's division, neeording to Tansar's let~r t is as follows :~ 
The king is at the head 'Of all. Then follow 2 ~. 
(1) A ~hab-i-Din., i.e., the clergy. 
(2) Mul{atel (mardan-i·karzaT), i.e., the army. 
(3) KuttAb, i.e., the writers. 'l'his class includes clerks, 
medical men, literary men and scientific men. 
(4) Muhana, (e., the men of the ordinary class of work. 
'l'his class includes merchants, agriculturists, workmen, &c.' 
A superficial examination of these two divisions, the one' of the 
A vesta and the other of Tansar, shows, that they widely differ. 
Now, if Tansar took liberty with the Avesta, why did henot replace 
the Avesta. division which" did not suit the necessities of the pre-
sent" by the new division? If Tausar) object was to establish the 
unity of the throne by the unity of the Church, instead of meddling 
with philosophic subjects like those of the Logos and the Ideas, 
which the generality of the people did not care f,?r, and which could 
. in no way strengthen the power of Ardeshir, heought to have first of 
all handled subjects like this, and the fQllowing, which had drawn 
the general attention, and which had, according to the king of 
Taba~istaI.1, displeased the people. He ought to have introduced 
them into the Avesta, to give them the stamp of religion. -The 
~act, that Tansar did not do so, and that the extant Avesta g~ves 
quite anothe:t.' division, shows, t.hat Tansar had not taken any liberty 
with the Avesta. 
(d) Then, the next important subject, referred to by Tansar in his 
letter, is the subject of punishments for scepticism and for. cri-
minal faults, sllch as theft and adultery. For example, Ardesbir 
ordered" tha.t the adulterer must be p~nished by having his nose 
',lIbid,p.517. 
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cnt, that the brigand and the thief must be punished by being made 
to pay large fines, &c. Now, if Tansar had taken liber.ty with the 
A vesta, and, if t as be says, Ardeshir had" ordered these precepts 
to be inserted in the Book of Laws" (ketab-i-sunun), we should 
find ·them in the present Avesta, at least in the Vendidad. But 
:we do not find anything of the kind in the Avesta, which shows 
that Ta~sar had not meddled with the Avesta. " 
'.: In' the Pahlavi commentary_of' the V ~ndida~ (VIII. 236 (74) 
Spiegel, p. 122), we find an allusion to thepttnishmel1t of a brigand 
(r~dar j""'oQ.j)~ I~ is there said, on the authority of a commentator, 
. ," .. - . 
Gogoshasp, that: a brigand, who continues in ~is e'Yil profession, 
may be at once put to death without waiting for a formal order 
~ro~tbe D:ito-bar. ~"{; ~" Jla ICt,; oU-11 t€. ,.0 ,;.".J-'t)oU-i ) 
Jl~'~~,s .. ~i"t)~oQ'" .. " "~l,,,,~). The same punishment IS 
ordered on the authority of one Vakhshapur. Now, it appears from 
this, that the punishment here refelTed to, is not at all in acc~rd 
with the pnnishment referred to by Tansar, in his letter, as that 
"ordered by him to be inserted in the Book of Law." On the 
other hand, it 'is more in accord with that spoken of by Tansar, as 
prev~lent in the ancient times. This shows, that Tansar had no.:. 
thing to do with the Avesta. Not only that, but he had nothing to 
do even with the Pahlavi commentaries, written much later than 
the original Avesta. If be had no free hand in the later Pahlavi 
bommentaries, how can he have a free hand in the original Avesta 
itself? 
.- (e), Again, we find in the Pahla.vi version of t~e Vendidad, a. 
number of names of eminent Dasturs, who had nlade comments~ 
" A 
such as Gogoshasp, Dad-farrokh, Adar-pad, Khoshtanbujid, 
yakhshapur, but we do not find anywhere, the name of Ta~sar~ 
This is a very strong proof, that Tansar had no hand at all, not only 
ih the original Avesta, but even in the much later·Pahlavi versions, 
" (f) .~astly, take the case of Tansar's reference to the social cnstom 
of marriage. He says, that Ardeshir "prohibited that a man of 
high .~ fa,mily should mar'jay a girl of a lower family, "with a viewt~ 
preserve the p'~rity of blood." Now, we find no prohibition of this 
~ind in the 'present" Avesta. If Tansar h~d t~"ken liberty with it, 
&8 alleged, he .w9u1d have put in this pro~ibit.i<!n i~,the Vendidad. 
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The only prohibition referred to in the Vendidad, is, that a, Mizda-
y8.~nan should not join in marriage with a, Da~v8-ya~nin. 
3. In examining the so-called historical evidence of Darmesteter, 
on the late.r origin of the A vesta, we now come to Shapur, the 
third important aetorof the period of renaissance, after whose time, 
he thinks, the Avesta canon was closed. Darmesteter is of opinion, 
that foreign elements crept into the Av-esta even after Ardeshir's 
time, and so, he attaches great importance to the following passage 
'in the Dinkard about Shapur. 
"Shahpuhal', king of kings, and son of Artakhshatar, a.gain. 
brought together also the writings which were distinct from 
.religion, about the investigation of medicine and astronomy, time, 
place, and quality, creation, existence, and destruction .. ' .• that 
were scattered among the Hindus and in Arum and other lands'; 
'and he ordered their collection again with the Avesta, and the 
presentation of a correct copy of each to the treasury of Shapigan.' 
(S.B. E. XXXVII., WeRt's Dinkard P. Texts IV" p. 414 ; Darmes-
teter~ Le Zend Avesta Ill" p. XXXI!.). 
Darmesteter says, that "'l'his is a confession that part of the Avesta 
was translated or imitated from foreign sources." 1 N otlling of the 
kind. It appears to be clear from -this passage, that here the question 
is about the collection ()f medical and scientific worl,s othel' than 
thQse of 1'eligion (~ nu ; ·"'.oaoo,"e;. napUcthfl-ch-i-min din bw·a 2.) 
:How can they haY6 been embodied in the extant AVesta, which, 
according to Darmestetel' himself, is " only a liturgical collection, and 
it bears more likeness to a Prayel' Book than to the Eible." 3 Wha.t 
the Dinkard says, is merely this, that Shapur got collected, both from 
the East and from the West, works on scientific subjects. They were 
not all embodied in the Avesta.. but as the last sentence of the abov~ 
. quoted passage says, ., the presentation of a correct copy of each to the 
treasury of Shapigan" was ordered by the king. The words in the text, 
''''0 ...... n~ j .. ,..j ,.~O' G~~ (levatiman Avutak lakhvdr at" 
'daklltan ,. • • farmud, i.e., he ordered their collection again together 
with the Avesta. Pahl. Paz. Glossary, p. 150), mean that Shapur ordered 
the colleetion again of this scientific literature together with that of t~e 
. '1 S. B. E. IV. VendidAd 2nd Edition p. XLVI. 
i,' i 'P8.bla~i Pa,..end Glossal'l by Hoshangji and Haug-Bang's Efsay, p; lilt 1.4-
a S. B. E. IV. VeudidAd: 2nd Edition, Introduction. p. xxxii!. 
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. Avesta, and ordered a copy of each to be preserved in the roya.l1ibr~ry 
of Shapigan. The words do not admit of the interpretation- of " reunir 
et incorporer dans l'Avesta les fragments d'un interet scientifique," as 
'Darmesteter (Le Zend A vesta III., p. xxxiii) understands theul. 
If, as Darmesteter says, the above passage is an allusion to his 
: tbeory, that additions were made. to the Avesta even in later times, 
then, as a matter of fact, we must find these writings on medicine, 
astronomy, and such other scientific subjects in our present Avesta. 
Rut we do not find them at all. The~efore, the only inference we can 
draw, is this, that the passage in the Dinkard, does not at all allude to 
auy subsequent additions to the Avesta itself, but to the Pahlavi works. 
In closing this short survey of Darmesteter's conclusion, based 
'on the historical evidence of the Dinkard and of Tansar's letter, we 
must bear in mind several facts. 
(a) In the very passages, where the Dinkard speaks of the restora-
tion of religion, and of the religious scriptures, and on which 
_ Dal'mestetel' lays great stress in support of his theory, Alexander, 
the Greek of Greeks, is spoken of as U the evil-destined villain 
Alexander," and allusions are made to his ravages and devastations. 
Again, the very docnlllent, on which Darmesteter bases his theory, 
viz., Ibn al Muqana's letter of Tansar, speaks of the harsh conduct of 
Alexandel' towards the Persians. He thought of killing the princes 
and nobles of Ir;'in, so that during his march towards India, they may 
not rise against him. But the good advice of his tutor Aristotle 
prevailed, and he divided Iran into petty principalities, so that the 
rulers may fight among themselves, and not join into an open rebellion 
against his rule. Again, in the body of the letter itself, Tansar 
alludes to the fact of Alexander's burning the sacred bool{s.l 
Now, Darmesteter represents Tansal', as bOl'rowing foreign elements 
for his Avesta, from these very Greeks, whose hero Alexander, he 
(Tansar) himself runs down, and so do the Dinkard and other Pahlavi 
works. How improbable it is, then, that a religious and sacerdotal 
monarch like Ardeshir, and a Paoiryo-Tkaesha .Dastur like Tansar, 
should think of introducing, into their scriptures, the notions and beliefs 
of those very Greeks, who had brought about the ruin of their country 
and religion-a ruin, tIle painful memory of which was fresh in t.heir 
I fe Tu sais qu' Alexandre brtl1& a lstakhar nos 1ivre~ S&Cr~8 ecrits . sur 
doure mi~lepeaux de oomf." Journal A~iatjqu.; Neuvieme 6eri~.(lS9l) Tome 
111., p. 516, " 
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minds, and which continued to remain fresh for some time longer! 
Nothing can be' nlore improbable t.han this. 
But look to this question from another point of view. What did 
Valkhash, Ardeshir and Shapur aim at? . What was the religious 
renaissance for 1 The Greeks had possibly left a slight mark of 
their invas:on OD the politics, as well as on the social and religious life of 
Iran. It was ~his mark of the Greeks, that had brought about the 
political, social, and religious anarchy. It was to obliterate these 
marks, that Valkhash, Ardeshir, and the two Shapurs worked. To 
obliterate these marks, was th~ aim of the renaissance of Ardeshir's 
time. Now, what can be more improbable thatl to think, that thos~, 
who worked hard in that work of rena,issance" should, instead of 
obliterating any nlarks of Greek iufluence, prepetuate thenl, by 
bodily introducing Greek elements into their very scriptures !. 
If there be any country, whose religious ideas the Persians would 
not like to have incorporated in.to their religious books, it would be 
Greece or India. Again, if there be anybody, who could be said to 
have introduced into Zoroastrianism, these s(}.-called Greek and Indian 
elements, Tansar should be the last person, because, from his very letter 
to the king of Tabaristan, to which D&rmesteter atta~he8 SQ much 
importance, we learn, that as a true Zoreastl·ian, he found thQ 
Greeks, Indians and others" wanting in good religious manners and 
customs (~~.)",:,'.) f). Referring to the cou~try of the Turks, 
, 
Greece, and India, Tansar says El give· Darmesteter's translation)l : 
" Quant aux bonnes moours religienses et an service dn Roi, ce sont 
des faveurs qu'il (Le Dieu) nous a octroyees et qu'illeur a refusees. " 
Further on, he says: "Toutes les sciences de la terre sont notre 
lot." , Thus, we see, that Tansar believed', that his fatherland 
of Iran possessed all the sciences of the world, and that .. his 
country was favoured by Gad with all good religions customs, which 
the other countries were deprived of. Now, how can you expect 
a 'man with such a belief, t,o' borrow elements for his scriptures 
from Greece and,fram othE:r countries? 
, (b) Again; what is more probable p' That, if, in order' to suit 
new circumstances" he was allowed the liberty to meddle, with tIle 
Avesta, he' should 'take liberty' with those parts, which treat of 
philosophic subjects, or with those, that treat of the social manner. 
~iid cnstoms; with which' the -generality of people had to do? 
. -
1 Journal Asiatique, (1894) Tome Ill., p. 517. 
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As Q 'religious refol'mer~it- would he his duty -not to add 'new 
philosophic ideas, with w bich, the people., on the whole, had 
little, concern, but to change some of the old 80cial usages, which 
required ~ change under the new circumstances. - If allowed a 
free hand, Tans~r would have at first changed some of the customs 
mentioned in tbe Vendidid, which clearly point that they 
belonged to very old times. 
For example, it appears from the VendidAd, that duringtllcolden 
times, when it was writt.cn, the use of metal, as money, was very little 
known.. Animals were the medium of exchange or barter. A 
medical practitioner was required to be paid, not in coins, but in 
animals.! If he eured the head of a family, he was given a, 
small, ox as his professional fee ; if he cured the ruler of a village, 
a large ox 1 if be cured the lady of the house, a she-ass, and so on. 
This scale of medical fees, mnst have existed, a long time before 
the ~chemenian rulers, some of whom had Greek doctors on their 
staff. Now then, if Tansar had a carte hlanchefrom his sovereign 
to take liberty with the Avest-a, and to add, omit, or modify, 
the first thing, he would have done, would havEl been to strike off 
from the Vendidid, the above system of payment, and to introduce, 
in its stead, a new system of payment by coins. 
There are several other old customs in the Vendidad, which 
suited the t.imes, when it was written, but in the times of Valkhash 
or Tansar, were more, honoured in their breach than in their 
observance. So, had Tansar taken liberty with the Avesta, instead 
of meddling with some philosophic ideas, he would have at once 
changed some of the customs mentioned in the Vendidad. But, 
the very fact, that the Vendidlid has come down to us, as it was 
written in some pre-Achemenian times, shows, that Tansar CQuld 
:pot have taken any lib~rty with the sacred writings. 
(c) The chi~f point, which should determiI\e the a.ge, whe~ thQ 
different writings of Zoroastrian lit.erature were written, i& the 
mention, made therein, of the ~a,~e8 of historical personages. ThEl 
Farvardin Yasht contains a long list of th~ departed wortltie$ of 
ancient Ir~n. It contain, the names of 6Jlli,-"ep,t lPen, w1:}o: lived 
llpto two centuries a.ft~r Zoroa.st,r, and who did Y.,OllU\l1', service tQ 
1;heireol1Qtry. For example, thenatnQ of Saena !hum Stuto. (S •• D~ 
Ahllm Studan of Afrin i Rapitba,va,n )wbo, aceording to thEl Flltl ... i 
_"'~ t_. ·W·". .' __ -_"' .". 
1 VendidM VU., 4hiS. . 
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~a.rthosht,Nameh, died a.bout two hundred Y(lars after Zoroaster, 18 
commemorated there (Y. XIII., 97). Now, if according to Darme-
steter, the Zoroastrian canon was not closed up to the time of Shapur, 
w by is it, that we do not find in the Farvardin Yasht, any names of the 
Parthian or Sassanian dyna.sties ? Those dynasties have produced 
a number of men, worthy of being commemorated for their 
services to the cause of their country and religion. Take the case 
of Valkhash (Vologeses I.), whose services to the cause of 
Zoroastrian religion are highly spoken of by the Dinkard toget.her 
with those of Ardeshir. Now, if liberty was taken, as al1eged, by 
Taosar, and his predecessors, with the Avesta, surely, the name of 
Valkhash would most assuredly have been added to the long listoftbe 
w.orthies of Iran in the Farvardin Yasht. Again, Ardeshir's services 
to the cause of Zoroastrian religion wer:e really very great. And 
so, they were cOlnmemorated in the later Pazend prayer, known as 
the Afrin i Rapithavan, together with those of Zoroaster, King 
Gushtasp, Asfandiar, and others. Now, if the Sassanian princes 
took liberty with the Avesta, why is it, that the name of Ardesbir 
Babegan is not included in the list of the Farvardin' Yasht. 
Ardeshir's son Shapur I., wbo also is spoken of in the Dinkard, 
as having had a part in the revival of the religion, could have 
added the name of his illustrious father in the list of the Farvardin 
Yasht. The very fact, that Ardeshir's services were remembe!ed in the 
later Pazend prayer, hut not in the A vesta itself, shows, that no liberty 
was taken with the writings of the A vesta. 
11. 
Having examined the historical evidence, now let us examine a few 
important points of internal evidence, advanced by .Darmesteter. He 
points to several passages in the A vesta, and traces in them, foreign 
elements, and infers therefrom, that those foreign elements had 
crept into the A vesta in later titlles. 
(A) We will first speak of, what he calls, the Parthian elenlents. 
1. Professor Darmesteter refers to a name in the Avesta, which, he 
thinks, points to a later origin of the AV6sta. It is that of Alexander. 
In the Hom Y ~sht, they say of Haoma that "be overthrew the 
u9urping Ker~ani, who arose lQDging for sovereignty, and said! 
"Benceforth, no priest will go .t his wish, through the eountry, to teach 
the law:' Profes,orDarm.ste.tt.r says, that the K,re~ani, refe:rr.d to 
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here, is Alexander. He says, that bel'e, a foreign invasion and 
persecution is alluded to, and that, therefore, it is a historical 
allusion to Alexander's conquest of Persia.. In support of his theory, 
he rests upon the Pahlavi rendering of the word, which is rendered 
as Kilisyak (Kilisyai). In the Pahlavi Bahanlan Yasht, Alexander 
is spoken of as "Alexander the KilisyAk." Hence, Darmesteter says; 
that the Ker~ani, spoken of in the Horn Yasht, is Alexander, and that 
therefore, this text is post-Alexandrian. There are several facts, which 
'show that Kerecani was not Alexander . 
. 
(a) The first consideration is, that in the Bahman Yasht, Kilisyak 
is used as a common no~n. It is used, as an appellation, signifying 
that Alexander was a Kilisyf'lk, whatever you choose to understand 
by that term. In the S3me way, the Pahlavi conlmentators also, while 
giving a. Pahlavi rendering or the passage in question, take the word 
K ere~ani or Kilisyr.k to be a common noun. . 
The A vesta passage runs, thus (:r-a~na IX., 24) : 
l\·"·,,\O'm" .,fj6 • .."J.eJ. ,,/, •• df1 "t"U. e;J"'(~ \'~.O' 
,i.e., ',' Haoma ,landed I{erec;ani, dethroned him from his throne," 
(Dr. Mills S. B. E. XXXI. (1887), p. 237.) 
The Pahlavi rendering of this passage is as follows (Spiegel IX., 
75, p. 75, n. 15-16) : 
.e~' "t)-'''' G .MU rou· SGI" i,· .. ji ,; ,~" ,,.. 
Hom valmanl~hd.n mull, karsallc homand iishiin hara min lehudi1ih 
t'!-z"shdnid, i.e., Hom dethroned (lit. made them sit down) ft'um thei,. 
sovereignty those, who wm'e karsl1ik. 
This Pahlavi rendel"jng, clearly shows, that the commentator has 
taken the word Kere~ani in the sense of a common noun. He has 
rendered it in the plural number. If, according to Darmesteter, the 
Pahlavi translator meant by Killsyak, Alexander, why should he 
have" uled the plural number. 
, "(6) 'There is another considei'ation, which shows, that by KereQ8Di, 
the Rom Yasbi did hot· ~mean Alexander. In the Pahlavi books, 
wherever "Alexander is spOken of, he is always spoken of asAlexagdar or 
Alexidar"Akaridgar,-Alasalldar, or in some"other similarfoi"m (Virnf-
nameh I., 4 ; "W est's Diukard Bk. VIII., Ch. I., 21; S. B. E. V" 
Bahman Yasht 11.," 19; 111., 34 ; .. ' Bundehesh _ XXXIV~t 8 ; 
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Minokherad VIII., 29). He is never spoken of as KilisyAk. In the 
Bahman Yasht, the word Kilisynk is 'once used, but there, it is. used 
with his original Dame Akalldgar. As we have said above, there, the 
word is not used alone, but simply as an appellation. J Hst as in 
some books (for example, the Virfifnameh I., 4), he is spoken of as 
ArulnayAk, i.e., the Rotpan, so in the Bahman Yasht, he is spoken 
of 8S Akalldgar-i-KilisY;lkih, i.e., Alexander, the KilisyAk. In all 
other books,' he is spoken of by his own name, written in different 
ways. Now, if in all these Pahlavi writings, Ale~ander was spoken 
of by his own proper name, why should he not have been spoken 
of by that name, by the Pahlavi comnlentator of the Hom Yasht, if, 
at a11, he meant to express, that Ker~~ani was Alexander. 
(c) One fact more. In most of the above Pahlavi works, wherever 
the hann, done by Alex and.er to the Zoroastrian religion, is spoken of, 
he is always spoken of, al "Alexander the cursed ( Gazashte ,\'We), 
i.e., an epithet generally applied to. Ahriman or the devil. Some 
such other epithet is orten applied to him (Viraf-nauleh I., 4; 
Bahman Yasht 1 11., 19 ; Dinll:ard 2 VIII., ch. I., 21). Now, it we 
take, that, as ,Darmesteter says. the passage in the U om Y usht refers to 
the religious persecution by Alexander, why is it, that we do not find 
either in the Avesta paE-sage itself, orin its 1'ahlari rendering, any such 
usual expression of batred with the mention of Alexander"s name. 
(d)' Again, if the A vesta writer wished to mal{e an allusion to the 
,religious persecution by Alexander, why should he have. ch9sen 
the Haoma' Yasht for it ? We know nothing of Alexander's special 
hostility to Haoma. In his invasion, the Greeks generally destroyed 
some of the Persian fire temples. So, if there waS any part of the 
Ave8ta~ where an appropriate allusion to Alexander's persecution could 
have been lnade with propl'iety, it was the sacred places in honour 
of fire, and not the Yasbt in hononr of Haoms. All these considera-
tions lead to show, that it is a mistake to take Kere~a.ni to be 
Alexander. 
2. Darmesteter points to another name in the Avesta, and connects, 
it with a historical event, and thereby tries to show, that the Avesta, 
1 S. B. E. V. West: Pahlavi Texts 1. 
t S. B. E. XXXVlI' t West,Pablavi Texts IV. 
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as they have come down to us, have a later origin. It is the tlame of 
Azi Dahaka (Zohak {)f Firdousi). 
Ca) From the fact3 Ca) that the Pahlavi BUlldehesh draws his 
descent from one Taz" a brother of H oshang, and (h) that the 
Shah-nameh cans him a Tazi, i.e., an Arab (U'.;u ~.r"), and (c) that 
Bawri, identified with the later Babylon, is spoken of in the Ave~ta, as 
the place 'of Azi-Dahftka, Darmesteter infers, that it is a reference to the 
settlement of the A rabs along the banks of the Euphrates and the 
Tigris,-an event \V hich took place -iu the second half of the Arsacide 
period. Hence, he infers, that the Avesta, which refers to this historic 
event, must have been written a long time after Alexander. But, fronl 
the mere fact, that Zohak was descended from one Tuz, who was the 
founder of the tribe of rrtlziks, latterly known as the Arabs, and from 
the fact of the ment:on of the name of Bawri, identified with the later 
Babylou, we have no sufficient grounds to infer, that it is an allusion 
to the historical event of the occupation of Chaldea by the Arabs in 
~ater times. Neither ~he Avesta, nor the Pahlavi Bundehesh, says, that 
Zohak was an Arab. The Bundehesh does not take Zohik to be an 
Arab. It simply SlYS, that he was descended from one Tl\z. It is 
only Firdousi, who calls him an Arab; and that is perhaps due to the 
facts, that Zohftk was descended frolll Taz, and that the Ttlziks J latterly 
known as the Arabs, were also descended from 'faze Thus, then, if the 
Avesta and the Bundehesh do not recognize Zohilk as an Arab, the 
inferance, drawn from such a recognition is not valid. 
(b) Again, even taking it for granted, that Tansar, or the people of 
his time, knew Azi-dahik to be an Arab, how could Tansar, or some 
oue else in the latter half of the Arsacide period, (whom Darmesteter 
sUPI'oses to have taken some liberty with the Avesta), have connected 
the historical event of the occupation of Chaldea by the Arabs with 
Azi-dahak. The event, having happened only about Qne or two centuries 
before their tilne, must be fresh in their minds through oral traditions. 
So, how can either Tansar, an intelligent man, who' is represented 
as having studied the philosophy of adjoining countries, or any other 
man of his stamp, be supposed to connect ,a recent historical event 
with a man of the tinIes of the Peshdidyan dynasty, a contemporary 
of Faridun-, who lived several hundred years before- the event 7 To 
suppose, that Tansar or men of his stamp mixed up a historical event, 
that had recently occurred,' and connected it with a: iuan, who -4ived 
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several hund~ years before the event, is paying a very poor 'colnl'li-
ment to men of Tansar's intelligence, who are otherwise credited with 
a knowledge of the philosopbies of adjoining countries. 
(c) Again Bawl'i, the name used in the A vesta for Baby Ion, suggest.s 
another consideration. We find from the cuneiform iuscriptioos, 
that Babylon was one of the countries conquered hy Darius.. In the 
,Behistun inscriptions, Babylon is spoken of as Bftbiru (Spiegel's Die 
Altpersischen Keilinschriften, p. 4; Oppert's Les Inscriptions des 
Achemenides, p. 24. Rawlinson J. R. A. S. X. Part I., p. 1.). This 
word Babiru shows, that in the Achemenian times, the old word Bawd 
bad already begun to as~unle its later form of Babylon. Bawri is a1\ 
older form of B~1birn. 'Hence, thetext, wherein the passage containing 
the word I3awri occurs, must have befn written a long time before the 
Achemenians.· So, the conclusion of Darmesteter. that " The texts, in 
which the Arab Azi .Dahaka appears 3S reigning in Babylon, belong 
to a time when the Arabs were already settled ill Mesopotamia" is 
groundless.1 Had that been the case, the writers would have used 
Bahiru, or some other later form, for Babylon, and not the older forn) 
4 Bawri.' 
3. Again, what is said of Zohak, can be said Qf one Zainigau, 
alleged to be a contemporary of AfrasiAb, whom Darmesteter attempts 
to connect with an historical ev~nt of the later Parthian times. 
(a) In the first place, the word Zainigau (Yasht XI.X. Zamyftd, 93) 
has up to now been translated both by European and Parsee schola.rs, 
and among them, by Darmestetel' himself (Zend Avesta, Part 11., S. 
B. E. XXII!.,), as a common noun. But now, Darmesteter, to 
support his theory further, finds in Zainigau, an Arab, whQ was killed by 
Afnisiab, and thinks, that the allusion refers to the subsequent events 
of the Arab invasions which occurred in the later Parthian times (Le 
Zend Avesta 111.) Introduction p. 1. S. B. E. IV., 2nd ed., Introduc-
tion p. 1. 
, (b) Here again, as in the case of Zoh£k, we are led to believe, that 
a learned man like Tansar or others of his stamp were altogether 
ignorant of history, that they did not know when Afrasiab lived, and 
-that therefore, they mixed up historical events, which had occurred 
only a century or two before their times, with some other event which 
occllrred a long tin1e before. 
1 H. B .. }~.t Vol. IV., Vcndklad, 2nd ed., Introduction p. 1. 
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(c) Again, in connection with this event, Dr., Darmesteter says, 
on the authority of Tnbari, 1 that" the legendllry history of Yemen 
tells of the Tuhba'h Abu Kurrub's inva8ions into M-esopotamia and his 
A 
struggles with the T.urinians ofAdarbaigan." 2 But Tabari Dlakesthis 
Tnbbiih, a contemporary of Kings Gushtasp aud Bahaman of Persia.3 
If that is the case, then it appears, according to Tabari, that the 
Arabs had a footing in l\Jesopotamia ill the -time of king Gushtasp, 
i,e., seyeral centuries before the Parthian rule.. Thus, the arguments, 
based by Darmesteter, (th~t thebexts, in which Zohiik is made to 
settle at Ba~ri, and in which Zainigau is represented as being killed 
by Afrasiab, are texts written in the latter half ()f the Arsacide 
period,) upon the assumption, that "the oldest period known, 
when the Arabs settled along the Euphrates and the Tigris is the 
second half of the Arsacide period" 4 fall to the .ground. 
4. Another point, that Darmesteter. dwells up6n to support his' 
theory., is thifi that ,e the A vesta seems to ignore the existence ()'f an 
Iranian empir~. The highest political unity is the dall!lu, 'a:llBme which 
in the inscriptions of Darius denoted the satrapies, ·i~'~.,' the provincia~ 
kingdoms. ". The highest political pow~r' is the da1}hupafti, 
the chief of a dahyu." 5 Hence, he infers" that the A vests was' written 
in the times of the Parthian dynasty, after the fall of tbe:empire, w,he~ 
there were so many provinci.al kings but n~ ShahiDshah~ no emperor. 
(a) But here, Darmesteter commits a mistake, in takings dah!lu, 
in the sense of a satrapy, in which it is USed in ,the: inscriptions of 
Darius. 'Ve ought to hike it in the sense" in, 1 which it is used in 
the Avesta itself. In th~ A. vesta, it is .f1~t used in the sense of a 
provincial kingdom, but in that of an . extensive c.ountry. . 
There is a passage common to all Afringans (W -estergaard. The 
~,~ . 
Afringans, Afrigan Gahambar, 14), wherein, the worshipper asks the 
blessings of GQ9. ,upon all the gQod reigning sovereigns. J nst as,' 
in the Farvardiny'asht (143-4:) are invoked the Fravashis of the holy 
men of all countriep, Iran, Turin, Sairima, Saini (China) and Dahi, 
1 Tabari, traduit par Zotenberg 1.; p. 50i. 
S S. B. E. IV., 2nd ed., Introduction p. 1. 
s "Ca roi vlvait d~ temps de Gouschtasp et de Bahman." Zotenberg 
1., p. 505. ~~t J 4:1"~ ,(it (j ~.J'! ~~.iS,.t ~Loj~ ~JO c.:t.!' .J 
c)..il.:. t ~ ~ ~ (.S r. 
(Munshi Naval Kishore's lithographed text of July 1874, p. 211, n.15.16.) 
• S. B. E. IV., 2nd cd., Introduction p. 1. 5 lbid, p. xliL 
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. ~, here are inv.oked blessings upon all good reigning sovereigns 
(Khshathtayan da~hapaiti). The Avesta' praises good order and 
peaceful nde. It says "down with the tyrant" (" Dush-Vadshiihan 
. &vadashan bad," Nirang·knsti. "Dana pad shah-bad duzdanA avada-
shan bad,'" Afrill), but ·'·may ~ood' kings fiouritih in all parts of the 
w.o:dd." Now, if the- word' daJ}.hllpaiti,' used in this passage, meant 
a mere pro~incial chief,.1ihe passage would., according to Darmesteter, 
point to several provincial ehiefs. If that is so, it requires' an 
explanation, why Tansar, who. is sUPl'osOO. . to have taken liberty 
with the philosophiC}. part of the Avesta, and wa.nted to bring about 
the ttnity of the empire th.rough the unity of the chureb~ did not 
alter thAs passage. This is a pa8sa~, whieh was, as now, recited 
daily in. hundreds of fire-temples, and in tltousancls of houses' of Iran, 
and therein the blessings of God were invoked upon all; the' ruling 
provincial chiefs. Ardeshir is represented by Darmesteter, on the 
authority ef Tansar's letter, to" have tried to.- extinguish the sacred 
fires of· the pr<wincial kingdoms, to preserve the un.ity of the empire by 
the unity of the royal fire. It is strange- then, that he sheuld have 
allowed to remain this most impor.tant passage in the A vesta, which 
acknowledged the sovereignty of several provincial rulers. 
This consideratioll tends· to show, that the word da'1}hupait'; does 
not refer to mere provincial chiefs, and that the argument based on 
the meaning of this word,.is vague .. 
, (b) In' his French translation Darmesteter says :-. '~Vishtaspa 
Ini-meme dans les G~lthas n'a· point la· physioooniie d'un Roi des 
Rois. C.'est un prinoe qui a donne sa protection a. Zoroastre contre 
d~autreg; princes: rien ne le d-istingue des dilhyupa';tis ordinaires.'" 1 
Wha.t Darmesteter means by this passage is this, that there was 
no empire even befor~ the Achemenians. There were a number of 
provincial chiefs. Granted. Then, what grounds have Darmesteter 
to conclooe, that the fact, that the A vesta ignores the existence of 
an Iranian empire, shows, that it was written in the times of the 
provincial chiefs of the Parthian' dyna.str~ It may, as well, 
ha ve been written in the times of the pro.vincial chiefs of the 
pre-Achemenian times. 
; (c) Let us look to this question from another point of view. If 
the present Avesta does not speak of an Iranian empire and of a 
1 Zend Avesta, 111., p. xli. 
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king of kings, the cuneiform inscril)iions do speak of a king of 
king3 (H kbsayathiya khsayathiyinam," DenistouD J, 1). Now, if 
the cuneiform inscriptio-os recognise an empire and a king of 
kings, it is clear, that the old writings of the "Grand Avesta" 
must have also recognised a king of kings. The question 
ihen is, Who did away with the mention of this king of kings 
from tlle so-called Sassanian A vesia, ~ The answ~r perhaps would be, 
that either Valkbash or somebody in the Partbian times, finding 
she Iranian empire divided into small provincial kingdoms, removed 
from the Avesta, the passages referring to the king of kings. If 
that was the case, why did not Tansar, who is represented as taking 
all possible liberiies with the Avesta. re-insert similar passages, 
which would have been of great use to him in uniting the power 
and .he authority of his new master and emperor Ardeshir. 
To- establish the unity of the- empire, he wanted the: unity of the 
chureh. So, in revising the A vesta, a re-inse-rtion of similar passages 
ought to have drawn his attention first of all, if he at all took 
liberty with it by adding to ()T by modifymg the origiaat 
(B) We n()w come to the suhject of the Greek elem(lDts or the-
Greek influence upon the A 'festa. 
1. To support his post.Alexandrian thet>t"y t Darm('steter points to' 
the- statemen.t about the millenniums, as an instanee of Greek iufhlence-
upon Zoroastrian schools. He- refers *0 the four periods 6f three-
thousand years each, referred to by the ancient Persiaos,. as the pet·iod 
oi too duration of the world. The pre-Alenndrian doctrine of the 
Persians, described by Tbeopompus, as quoted by Plutarch runs thus 
I. That Oromasdes ruled f()r 3,000 years alooo and AreimaDios for 
3,000 more. Afier this period of 6,000 years bad elapsed they 
began to wage war against each other, ODe' attemptng t() destroy 
the other; but finally Areimanios is to perish,. mankiDd is t .. enj~ 
a blessed state of life; men will neither be- any more- in need of food,. 
DOl will they cast shadows; the dead are to rise again, men win be 
immortal and everything is to exist in consequenoo of iheir progress. ~Ji 
The - Pahlavi Bundehesh refers to the - same doetriM, lrltt, 
according to Darmesteter it differs ill the description of the first 
two periods. The Bundehesh says: "Auharmazd through 
1 Haug's Essays, 2ad ed., pp. &-9-. 
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omnisci(l'nce, knew that Aharman exists, and whatever he . scl1eme~ 
he infuses with malice and greediness tin the end; and because 
.He accomplished the end by many means, He .lso produced spiritually 
the creatures which were nece5sary for tnose moons, and they 
remained three thousand years in a spirit1l81 state, 80 that they 
were unthinking and unmoving, with iAtangible bodies. The evil 
spirit, on account of backward knowledge, was not aware of the 
existence of Auharmazd; and, afterwards, he arose from the abyss. 
and came in unto the light which he saw. Desirous of destroy-
ing, and because of his malicious nature, he rushed in to destroy 
that light of Aitharmazd, unassailed by fiellds, and he saw its 
bravery and glory were g:reater than his own; so he fled back to the 
gloomy darkness and formed many demoBs and fiends.; and the 
creatures of the destroyer arose for violence." (So B. E. V .• West's 
Bundehesb, Chap. I., 8-10.) 
Now, Darmesteier says, that the latter doetrine of the Bundehesh is 
quite mystical. He says: "That period of spiritual ideal existence. 
of the world, preceding its material and sensible apparitiO'n, reminds 
one strikingly of the Platonic ideas, and it can hardly haTe entered 
Zoroastrianism before Greek philosophy penetrated the East." (S.B, 
E. IV., 2nd 00., Introduction p. Iv.) 
«(I) In the first place. Thoopompns has made a brief :referen~e to 
the four periods of the world's duration. He has snmmed up,. in 
his words, the Zoroastrian doctrine about these periods. So~ as long 
as he has not given any detailed description of these periods, as given 
by the Bundehesh, one cannot affirm, that there is a difference between 
these two statements of the same doctrine. The very fact, that :he has 
tried to describe the last two periods and not the first two, rather 
shows, that perhaps, he did not clearly understand, what Darmesteter 
calls, " the mystical spirit of the Zoroastrian doctrine." 
(6) As to the Platonic ideas, one must look to the Farvardin Yasht, 
which speaks at som~ length of the Fravashis or Farohars, w~ch. are, 
as Dr. West says. the immaterial existences~ the prototypes, the 
spiritnal c()unterparts of the spiritual and material creatnres after-
wards produced, and which are therefore compared to the 'ideas' of 
Plato. A compa.rison of some points in the description of the' ideas' 
of Plato with those of the Fravashis of the Avesta, will clearly show. 
whether it is the Avesta or Pl~to that ha~ borrowed. 
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Let us see, "of what things," according to Taylor, the best 
translator of the Parmenides, there are ideas. He says: "There are 
ideas OD..1y of universal and perfect substances and of whatever 
contribntes to the perfection of these, 88, for instance, of, man 
and whatever is perfective of man, such· as wisdQ)n and virtue.". 
Thus, according to Plato, all perfect substanoos in the universe have 
ideas. 
In the A vesta, it is the vegetable and the animal wor 1d, that has 
Fravashis, and not the mineral world. The earth has its Fravashi 
as the home of animal and vegetable life. It is only the life-bearing 
creation, that has the Fravashis: not the lifeless. To speak scientifically 
it is the objects of the organic kingdom that have the Fravashis, and 
not those of the inorganic kingdom. 
Now, what is tIle case with the' ideas' of Plato ~ Ac~ording to Plato 
all existing objects have their ideas, whether they belong to the organic 
kingd.om or to the inorganic. The ideas are the realities, aud the 
substances of which they are the ideas' or mod~]s, are non-realities or 
mere imitations of the ideas. 
Again, acc()rding to Plato, whatever contloibutes to the perfection of 
perfect substances have' ideas.' For example, not only has a .man an 
«idea,' but wisdom and virtue, which contribute to the perfection of 
man, have ideas. So have justice, and beauty, and goodness. Now, 
in the A vesta, we have nothing like this. We have no Fravashis of 
these abstract qualities of jnstice, beauty, or goodness. .. 
. Then, what does this show? Has the A vesta bortowed from Plato 
or Plato borrowed fl'om the A vesta? The system of the A vesta is 
simple. All the life-bearing or organic substanQes only have their 
Fravashis or spiritual parts. The dead people have their Fravashis, 
because they had. the~ in their living condition. But Plato, as it were, 
developed his syst~m fr~m that of the A vesta. Ho extended the 
n'Oti-on, even to the objects of the inorganic world, and to qualities 
which led to perfection, and again mixed up with the question, the 
notion of realities and non-realities. Thus, we futd, -that Plato's 
system is more intricate than that of the A ~esta. What conclusion 
then is possible 7 That the more developed and intricate system is 
later than the simple one; that it has worked out its development or 
completion from the original simple 9ne. Thus one sees, that the 
. A vesta system is older than that of Plato. 
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Darmesteter attributes, these Platonic idea~ in the Avest. to the 
times of the' Neo-Platonists, the school founded by Philo Judaeus. 
But we have seen above, that the Farvardin Yasht, a part of which 
treats of the Fravashis, must have been written long bef()re the 
Christian era, because the names of kings like Valkhash, who did 
yeo.man's service to the cause of Zoroastrian religion, do not occur 
there. Therefore, the notion of Fravashis could not have entered into 
Zoroastrianism through Neo-Platonism. 
2. The other instaneeof Greek elemeniB in the A vesta, whicb 
Da,rmesteter points to, in support of his theory of the post-Alexandrian 
origin of the A vesta, is that of Vohumano. He supposes, that tbe 
definition of V ohumano (Babaman) in tile A vesta is we'll-nigh the 
same as ,~hat of the Logos of Philo J ndrens. From this alleged 
R\miJariii,'he asserts, that Vohllmano is the Avesta adaptation of the 
Platonic Logos,and that, therefore, the Avesta texts, whicb treat of 
Vobumano, are of later origin, i.e., of the post-Alexandrian period. 
Not only that, but all the Amesha-Spenf.as, of whom Vohumano is 
a type, also, are a post-Alexanirian development. 
(a) 1\1. Breal, in one of his learned articles in the "J onrnal des 
Savants" (Dec. 1893, Janvier et liars 1894), very cleverly refutes 
tllis line of Darmesteter's r~asoning. 'Ve learn from Plutarch, that 
the notion of the Anlesha-Spentas is a pre-Alexandrian, and not a post-
Alexandrian development of tIle ancient Iranian, religion. Plntarch in 
his Isis and Osiris (9h8. XL VI. and XL VII.) rnakes the following 
statement about the anCient Persians. From the fact, that all along, 
Plutarch has been quoting Theopompns of Ohios (B. C. 300), M. 
Brea} thinks Theopompus to be his authority. Hang, howeTer, thinks 
Hermippos of Smyrna (n. c. 250) to be his authority. Whoever his 
authority may be, whether Hermippo8 or Theopompus, a period of 
about 5() years makes very little difference about the antiquity of this 
statement.· Plutarch says, "Oromasdes sprang ou't of the purest 
Hght; among all thingS perceived by the senses that element most 
resembles him; Areimanios sprang out of darkness, and i~ therefore 
of the same nature with it. Oromasdes, who resides as far beyond 
the sun, as the sun is far from the earth, created six gods (the 
six Ameshe-spentas, the 'archangels '): the god of benevolence 
(Vohumano); the god of truth (Asba-vahishta) ; the god of order 
(Khshathra-vairya); the god of wii5dom (A rwaiti); and the god of 
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~ltb and'delight in beauty (Rattrvatat· and Ameretat). But! to 
counterbalance him, Areimanios created an equal number of gods 
connteracting those of Oromasdes. Then Oromasdes decorated heaven 
with stars, and placed the star Sirine ('fishtrya) at their head as a 
guardian. Afterwards be created twenty-four other gods (Ya~atas) and 
set them in an egg, but Areimanios forthwith created an equal number 
()f gods._ who opened the egg; in consequence of this, evil is always 
mingled with goo~." (Hang's Essays, 2nd Edition, pp. 9-10.) 
I wonder, why Darnlesteter has not given any explanation of this 
statement of Plntarch, based on the authority of either Theopompus 
(B. C. 300), or Hermippos (B. C. 250), which clearly destroys the 
theory of the post-Alexandriall development and of the N eo-Platonic 
origin or the notion of the Amesha-Spentas. The passage very clearly 
shows, that the ancient Persians before the time of the Neo-Platonists 
had -the notion, not only of the Amesha-Spentas, but also of the' 
counteracting demons. 
. (b) Again, in considering this subject, we nlust bear in mind, that 
the notion of the AUlesha-Spentas is a part and parcel of the notion of 
the two spirits or ~f the so-calleu Dualistic theory. Now, this notion of 
~he two spirits, the Spenta Mainyu and the Angra Mainyu, is specially 
Zoroastrian and pre-Alexandrian. Prof. Darmesteter hinlseif admits 
this (S. B. E. IV., The Vendidad, 2nd ·ed., p. Ixi.). Therefore the 
·~otion oftbe celestial council of the Amesha-Spentas, which is a part 
and parcel of the original notion of the two spirits, must be primarily 
,Z or oastri an. 
. (c) There is one other consideration. If the A vesta has borrowed 
the notion of V ohumano and the Amesba-Spentas from the Greeks, 
which part of the Avesta it is, that has done so 7 Prof. Darmesteter 
does not say, that the whole of the A vesta was written afresh in 
post-Alexandrian times, but he says that only foreign elements were 
lidded.· Now, we find the Amesha-Spenta8 spoken of in a number 
of passages, in almost the whole of the Avesta.. So, if the Amesha-
Spentas are a foreign element, then the whole of the Avesta is: post-
Alexandrian, a conclusion whiclt Darmesteter himself does not admit. 
For an explanation, why the Neo .. Platonism has someol its notions 
Tesembling those of the Zoroastriaus, one must look to what the 
N~Platonism was based upon. "Taking _ the 8ublimer doctrines of 
'Plato as a ba.sis, this school t-ndeavoured to form a new philosophy, 
which should· nQt oloy establit;h an agreement between. Plato and 
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~ristotle on all leading points of speoulation, but also harmonize the 
Grecian and Oriental ,modes of thought • • • Neo-Platonism 
sought to blend in one grand system all systems of philosophy, 
~J1 systems of religion. • • The value of N eo ·Platonism consisted 
iu its endeavour to preserve the whole treasure of every system of 
philosophy; since it is, in truth, an advance of philosophy, to have 
gained a large store of different ideas, and a wide review of the 
diff~rent directions of philosophical thought." (Beeton.) 
. "Du lITe siecle de rere chretienne jttsqu'a VIe les Neo-Platoni-
ciens entreprirent de fondre la philosophie orientale avec la philosophic 
greque. Des tentatives analogues avaient ete faites precedemment 
par des philosophes juivs d' Alexandrie, par Aristotle pent etre et 
certainement par Philon daus le Ire siecle." Herein lies, then, the 
key why some of the notions of the A vesta resemble those of the 
Neo-Platonists. It was the Neo-Platonists, who took some of their 
notions from the Persian religion and philosophy a8 from other 
religions and philosophies. Darmesteter has just missed the key-note, 
and so has tried in vain to find reasons for the similarity of notions in. 
the Avesta and in Neo-Platonism. 
(0) Now we come to the question of the so-called Indian elements 
in the Avesta. The above considerations, and the above-quoted 
statement from Plutarcb~ destroy the theory, based by Darmesteter, 
upon the names of the three demons, viz., Indra, Saurva, and 
Naunghaithya, opposed to the three Amesha-Spentas, Asha Vahissta, 
Khshathra Vairya and Spenta Armaiti. 
(a) From the fact, that the names of the three demons are also 
found in Brahminical works, he thinks that they represent foreign 
Brahminical element, borrowed by the Avesta in later times. He says 
"it appears clear thereby that their present character is not the result 
of a prolonged evolution in the inner oircle of Zoroastrianism." 1 The 
above statement from Plutarch contradicts this in toto, and clearly points 
out that the notion of the Amesha-Spentas and of their counteracting 
opponents, the" daevas," is specially Zoroastrian and pre-Alexandrian. 
(b) Again, Darmesteter points to two passages of the Avesta, 
wherein, he supposes, there are references to Gaotama Buddha and 
to his religion. Firstly, the word Buity (Vend. XI., 9 (Bundhi); 
XIX., 43), which he thinks to be the same as Baodha, is a word which 
1 S. B. E.IV., Vendidad, 2nd edition, Introduction, p. liii. 
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refers to one oY th'e, e\rir forces' of tb~< soul." ·The "word'ooeurs 'amont· 
other similar words whi~h spe~k of moral vices. " Thi& show Si " that it is 
~ot a properhoun. . - . . . 
. ' (c) Again, Dannesteter points to the woid Gaotama in the Farval'din. 
Yasht (Y t. XIII., 16), and s~ys that it is a reference to Gaotama Buddha. 
As it was "under the ~ndo-Greeks (first century before Christ) that 
it (Buddhism) 'spread widely in the eastern provinces of Iran, "and 
as" in the first century of our 'era Kanishka's 'coins present," in an' 
instructive eclectism, all the deities of the Indo.;o.Scythian emI'lre, 
Greek gods, Brahmanical devas, Buddha, and the principal Yazatas 
of Mazdeisnl t " 1 he concludes that," if the . alleged allusions to 
Bud'dhism 'are accepted, the Avesta passages, where they occur, cannot 
have been written earlier than the second century before our era." But 
then the question is, if- the }1arvardin Yasht, wherein these passages 
oecur, were" written so I~te as. the second century after· Christ, why ifr 
i~ that we do not :find therein the names of men likeValkhashwho 
bad done,- ac'cording to the Dillkard, important services to the cause of 
the ZoroaStrian religion 1 The list of the historical personages in the 
Farvardin Yasht was closed long before the Ohristian era~ , 
- ~ .- ~ -
reD) Then: DiuJJ}esteter speaks at some length about what he. calls the· 
Jewish elementS in.the Avesta. This part of the questioll has been very 
~bly bandIed lately by learned scholars like Dr~ Mills and Di·. Cheyne" 
who have tried to show that the . Jewish scriptures owe a good deal to 
Zoroastrian scriptures. I will allude to one point only, and close. 
Th~t is the subj~ct of, the j)eluge. Darmesteter sees, like others, it~ 
the :second chapter of the Vendidad, a description of the Deluge.·~ I 
have shown elsewhere,2 that though there are several points which 
~he similar in the Hebre~ sketch of Noah, and the Avesta sketch of 
YanlB 'or J a,mshed, the second chapter of the ,V end~dad refers not to 
the Deluge, .b~t to the ~ounding and building of the city of Airyana-
Vaeja. 
1" 8. B. E. IV.~ VerididM, 2nd edition, Int~uductioD, p. live 
I Vida my" Jamsboo" Hom and Atash. : ' . ' , 
